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International bestseller with over a half-million copies in print in 18 languages! This beautifully

designed book features step-by-step instructions with easy to follow color photos of each step. Each

trick is rated with a difficulty rating and prerequisites to get you started quickly. Tips and

trouble-shooting boxes cover common problems, while "build-on" ideas suggest more complicated

tricks which build on each new skill. Tricks range from simple ones like Sit, Shake Hands, Fetch,

and Roll Over, to extraordinary ones like Tidy Up Your Toys into the Toybox, and Get a Soda from

the Fridge. Millions of people have found success with Kyra Sundance's step-by-step techniques

and you can too. Trick training will help you bond with your dog and integrate him into your family.

Tricks keep him mentally and physically challenged and help to establish paths of communication

between you. Many tricks build skills used in dog sports, dog dancing, and dog therapy work. 101

Dog Tricks will inspire you to do more with your dog!
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Kyra Sundance is a world-acclaimed stunt dog show performer, celebrity dog trainer, and

internationally best-selling author. An award winning author, Kyra's numerous dog-training books

include the international best-selling 101 Dog Tricks, which sold over a half-million copies in 18

languages, and is one of the top dog training books of all time.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  Kyra's

acrobatic stunt dog team performs worldwide and starred in shows for the king of Morocco at the

royal palace in Marrakech, in Disney's Underdog stage show in Hollywood, and in circuses and

professional sports halftime shows. They performed on The Tonight Show, Ellen, Animal Planet,



and had their own television series called Showdog Moms & Dads. Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  Kyra

is nationally ranked in competitive dog sports and is a set trainer for movie dogs. As a lecturer on

positive training methods, her enthusiasm inspires audiences to develop fun and rewarding

relationships with their own dogs. Her methods foster confident, happy dogs who are motivated to

do the right thing rather than ones fearful of making a mistake. She shows us how to develop joyful

relationships with dogs who balance enthusiasm with self-control.

We love our dogs and finding out that we can train them as trick dogs gave us the incentive to work

toward building their trick skills. This book is one recommended for Trick Dogs and it's an awesome

resource. Love the photographs and explicit directions.

Fun activity book for establishing a stronger bond with your dog. It's filled with tricks to teach your

dog, each building on the last. Well-written with easy to follow steps for each activity. Highly

recommend.

Some great obedience stuff and tricks. I was disappointed that the steps were not broken down

more. They give you only a few steps to teach each trick. I have been training for awhile so not a

bogg deal for me. If you are a beginner at training it might be frustrating.

This book is one of the better training books I've read. It has detailed explainations as well as

picture by picture steps. Great for new dog owners who are looking to train their dog! Also has

advanced fun tricks! Love it

Great book! My dog is very high energy and we were able to learn more than half of the book. Steps

are easy to follow and we had a wonderful time bonding while learning new tasks!

easy to use and understand

It seems like whenever we think of a trick we'd like to work on with our puppy, all we have to do is

turn to this book and there it is! Instructions include helpful pictures for every trick and suggestions

for common problems when training doesn't go smoothly. This is my go-to book for working with my

puppy on tricks.I can also recommend Kyra Sundance's puppy book as I was able to check it out of

the library, but I purchased this one since it covers more and my dog won't be a puppy for long.



However, the advantage to the puppy book is that it keeps tricks very simple and age appropriate

for puppies with their shorter attention span. I highly recommend both books!

As the title said. It is a good quality book with a smooth cover. When my dog decided to take the

challenge of chewing book binding, she chose this book and worked it on and off for a week. So it

must be made from very tasty paper and have a pretty solid construction (our dog is a stroooooong

chewer). It is in pages now, which made it easier to use. When we train our dog we can just hold the

relevant page instead of the whole book.It is a good training book. My sister bought multiple books

for dog training and ended up liking this one the most, so we bought it too when we got our dog. I

like how the tricks are broken down into baby steps. Our dog definitely has to learn one step a time.

The photos indicating each step also help a lot. Using this book, our dog can learn a trick within a

week, and remembered it pretty solidly. She even impressed the instructor in our obedience class

with her roll over skill.This books has a lot of tricks in different levels, some of them we can never

see our dog do, but there are plenty easy and mid-level ones she can. I think most of the common

tricks are covered in this book. We did not find any need for another book.
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